**Natively Integrated**

- vSphere integrated HCI simplifies architecture, enhances security and maximizes performance.

- Native HCI encryption delivers cost savings and simplified key management.

- Turn-key compatibility with services: Backup, Replication, HA & DR.

- If it’s critical, it’s probably going to go on vSAN.

- Low overhead, 10x lower latency.

- Native integration with vSphere and vSAN.

- 2X CPU and 3X Memory Efficiency.

- Native vMotion and DRS.

- Simple, single management pane.

**Why Customers Choose VMware vSAN**

- vSAN delivers data center simplification and lower CapEx.

- Futureproof HCI with the widest deployment options - even public cloud.

- Flexible Deployment.

- Certified Platforms.

- Operationally Simple.

- SDDC and Cloud Ready.

**Lower CapEx**

- Up to 50% CapEx savings.

- Experience native HCI security with software-defined, data-at-rest encryption.

- Hardware independent and does not require self-encrypting drives.

- Works seamlessly with space efficiency features like deduplication and compression.

**SDDC and Cloud Ready**

- Futureproof HCI with the widest deployment options - manageable cloud.

- Build by VMware, work with the breadth of VMware solutions like NSX, Horizon and vRealize. Create a fully secure, fully automated cloud.

**Operationally Simple**

- Roll out infrastructure and applications with ease and limited training.

- Experience faster learning curve with a familiar and extensible management solution, vCenter.

**SDDC and Cloud Ready**

- Futureproof HCI with the widest deployment options - manageable cloud.

- Experience faster delivery of services with reduced staff overhead.

- Align storage policies with workloads, not with storage hardware constructs.

**Lower CapEx**

- Experience the benefits of HCI with the lowest dollar per IOPS.

- Leverage x86 server economics from your vendor of choice.

- Buy just what you need, scale up or out with ease.

- Leverage the latest server platforms without waiting for lengthy hardware refresh cycles.
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